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lkj & eSlksLdsy laoguh; iz.kkyh (,e- lh- ,l-) vusd izdkj dh ekSle vkinkvksa dks mRiUu djrh gSaA
vr% ckaXykns’k vkSj blds vkl&ikl ds {ks=ksa ds fy, ,e- lh- ,l- ds cuus dh fØ;kfof/k dks tkuuk egRoiw.kZ
gS D;ksafd ;g {ks= bl m".kdfVca/kh; {ks= esa lcls Hkkjh o"kkZ okys {ks=ksa esa ls ,d gSA ekSle foKkuh jsMkj vkSj
mixzg izs{k.kksa ds vk¡dM+kas dk mi;ksx djds fofHkUu izdkj ds ,e- lh- ,l- ds cuus dh fØ;kfof/k dk v/;;u
vkSj mudk fo’ys"k.k dj jgs gSaA dsoy okLrfod le; ds vk/kkj ij izs{k.k fy, tkrs gSa] ijUrq ;kstuk rS;kj
djus ds fy, eslksLdsy ekWMy ls ,d fuf’pr vof/k esa ;kstukc) rjhds ls izkIr fd, tkus okys iz{ksfir
izkpyksa dh vko’;drk gSA ifj.kkeLo:Ik] bl 'kks/ki= dk mís’; ,e- ,e-&5 uked eSlksLdsy ekWMy ls izkIr
fd, x, izfr:fir vk¡dM+ksa ds ek/;e ls ekulwu iwoZ vof/k ds nkSjku ckaXykns’k esa vkSj mlds vkl&ikl ds
{ks=ksa esa ,e- lh- ,l- ds cuus rFkk mlds thou pØ dk v/;;u djuk gSA bl v/;;u esa bl {ks= dh
ekulwu iwoZ vof/k ds nkSjku fofHkUu diklh izkpyhdj.k ds fy, ,e- ,e-&5 ekWMy dk dSyhczs’ku dk;Z fd;k
x;k gSA bl 'kks/k i= esa 45 fd- eh- × 45 fd- eh- vkSj 15 fd- eh- × 15 fd- eh- ds eS’k foHksnuksa ds nks {ks=
rS;kj fd, x, gSaA losanu’khyrk ijh{k.k ds fy, fofHkUu diklh izkpyhdj.kksa dk mi;ksx djds ,e- ,e-&5
ju fd, x,A bl ekWMy ls izfr:fir o"kkZ ds vk¡dM+ksa dh rqyuk ckaXykns’k esa m".kdfVca/kh; o"kkZ ekiu fe’ku
(Vh- vkj- ,e- ,e-) ds vk¡dM+ksa] jsMkj LdSu ls izkIr gq, vk¡dM+ksa] vkSj izsf{kr o"kkZekfi;ksa ds lkFk lajpukRed
vkSj la[;kRed vk/kkj ij dh xbZ gSA ckaXykns’k esa vkSj mlds vkl&ikl o"kZ 2002 dh ekulwu iwoZ vof/k esa
cuh eSlksLdsy laoguh; iz.kkyh ds egRoiw.kZ y{k.kksa tSls mldh vof/k] vuqj{k.k fØ;kfof/k] vuqiLz Fk ekxZ]
lapj.k xfr vkSj fn’kk ij izdk’k Mkyk tk ldrk gSA
ABSTRACT. The Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) produce numerous weather hazards with their variety
of forms. The formation mechanism of MCSs is thus important to know for Bangladesh and its surroundings, because this
region is one of the heaviest rainfall areas in the tropical zone. The meteorologists are studying and analyzing the
formation mechanism of different types of MCSs using radar and satellite observations data. Observations are limited to
real time, but for planning purposes projected parameters over a certain period obtained from a mesoscale model is the
requirement. Consequently, the motivation of this paper is to obtain the evolution and life cycle of MCSs developed in
and around Bangladesh during pre-monsoon period through the simulation by a mesoscale model named MM5. In this
work the calibration of MM5 model for different cumulus parameterization has been performed during the pre-monsoon
period of this region. In the present study two domains with mesh resolutions 45 km × 45 km and 15 km × 15 km are
prepared. MM5 runs using different cumulus parameterizations are carried out for sensitivity test. The precipitation
simulated by the model are compared structurally and numerically with that of Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) data products, available data from radar scan and observed rain-gauges rainfall in Bangladesh. Important
features like lifetime, maintenance mechanism, traversed path, propagation speed and direction of MCSs developed
during pre-monsoon period of 2002 in and around Bangladesh have been pointed out.
Key words – Rainfall, Cumulus parameterization, Mesoscale convective systems, MM5 model, Bangladesh.

1.

Introduction

The extreme drought in one time and prolong flood
and/or flash flood on the other are the special climatic
status in Bangladesh. In the last four decades Bangladesh

suffered from 28 major floods and in an average at least
one every other year (Paul, 1997). Most of the time floods
and/or flash floods are not anticipated ahead of
occurrence. For instance, in 1998 and 2004, it would have
been even unthinkable that the flood can be of so large
(137)
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Fig. 1. Analyzing domain to run MM5 (dots indicate the rain-gauge locations)

scale with strong severity. It is because there had neither
been proper means to estimate the areal average of
precipitation nor to simulate climatic parameters for the
forecasting mechanism in Bangladesh. Bangladesh
Meteorological Department (BMD) has 34 rain-gauges
placed at different locations throughout the country. The
data from rain-gauges are point measurements and cannot
also reflect the complete picture of precipitation systems
over the country due to their limited number and nonhomogeneous locations. BMD weather radar (S-band)
installed at Dhaka (90.40° E and 23.68° N) is operated to
collect data for one hour with two hours pause. Further,
this region is one of the most cyclone prone areas. The
low pressure phenomenon happens either in pre-monsoon
season through April–May or post-monsoon period during
October–November. Thousands of people died during the
post-monsoon cyclone in 1970 and pre-monsoon cyclone
in 1991. The death toll would be much lower if early
warning could have been made properly and well in time
using numerical weather prediction tools. These severe
weathers are the occurrence of different forms of
mesoscale convective systems (Maddox, 1980; Parker and

Johnson, 2000; Houze, 2004). Thus, the formation
mechanism of Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) and
estimation of precipitation are the important factors either
to predict cyclone in time and its landfall location or to
anticipate severity of flood/flash flood.
In this study non-hydrostatic mesoscale model MM5
has been used to simulate precipitation systems during
pre-monsoon period of 2002. Basically, the cumulus
parameterization schemes for convection play an
important role in the simulation process. So, their
sensitivity test for Bangladesh region has been done
comparing with the TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission) 3B42RT 3-hourly data products (Huffman et al.,
2003), BMD 32 rain-gauge and radar (available) data. A
pre-monsoon case for the period of 20-25 May 2002 has
been studied to identify the best suitable parameterization
scheme (Nasreen et al., 2007) for the convection
developed in and around Bangladesh. Here the validity of
that test result has been checked using another premonsoon case study during 31 March - 05 April 2002.
The final common result of these two cases has been
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Fig. 2. Structural display of average precipitation in D2 for TRMM 3B42RT and MM5 options from 31 March to 05 April 2002

considered to articulate the best cumulus option of MM5
for Bangladesh region to simulate pre-monsoon MCSs.
The best fit parameterization is then used to analyze the
organization mechanism and life cycle of MCS simulated
by MM5 for 20-21 May 2002.
2.

Model configuration and methodology

To simulate precipitation systems developed in and
around Bangladesh during pre-monsoon period, the 5th
generation of non-hydrostatic PSU/NCAR mesoscale
model MM5 (Dudhia, 1993 and Grell et al., 1994) has
been utilized. In this study two-way nested grid domains
centring at 21° N and 90° E with horizontal resolutions
45 km for the coarse domain D1 and 15 km for fine
domain D2 have been prepared. The grid numbers are 49
× 49 for D1 and 79 × 79 for D2, which create areas D1
(12-30° N; 80-100° E) and D2 (18-28° N; 84.8-96.2° E)
respectively (Fig. 1). For vertical resolution 23 sigma
model coordinates have been applied. Here Dudhia
Simple Ice microphysical scheme for moisture
anticipation, cloud radiation scheme for radiation
calculations, five-layer soil model to predict soil
temperature are selected. Also high resolution Planetary
Boundary Layer (PBL) schemes MRF are selected for
simulation purpose. The sensitivity test of the cumulus
schemes for convection for particular region is considered
with especial attention.

In this perspective, five different options of cumulus
schemes which are Anthes-Kuo, Grell, Kain-Fritsch,
Betts-Miller and Kain-Fritsch2 for convection (Anthes,
1977; Betts, 1986; Kain and Fritsch, 1993) has been
chosen and utilized for the both course and fine domains.
MM5 model is executed for each parameterization scheme
separately.
USGS 30 min terrain elevation, land
use/vegetation and land-water mask data are utilized to
provide topographical information. NCEP GRIB format
data with 6 hourly intervals and 1° × 1° resolutions are
used as input for initialization of MM5 meteorological
fields. The model program was run for 138 hours duration
with effect from 0000 UTC on 31 March to 1800 UTC on
05 April 2002 for each cumulus options. Outputs of MM5
are taken here at 01 hour interval.
Structural and numerical evaluation have been
followed to find out the sensitivity of MM5 options and to
determine the most suitable one out of 5 options taken into
consideration. Comparisons between the simulated results
for 5 different MM5 options and TRMM 3B42RT data
products have been carried out structurally for the period
of 31 March to 05 April 2002 for D2 domain. Thereafter,
similar comparison of MM5 outputs with TRMM
products has been done numerically to obtain the average
precipitation for Bangladesh area (BD = 21.5-26.7° N;
88-92.6° E). For doing this, TRMM products and MM5
data have been processed to extract precipitation for the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of simulated precipitation in BD area for 5 cumulus options of MM5 with that of
TRMM value for 138 hrs of simulation

BD region. Simulated precipitations for 5 different MM5
options have also been extracted at rain-gauge sites in
Bangladesh (dots in Fig. 1, where reference data are
available) from D2. These MM5 outputs have been
analyzed structurally and numerically with that of
collected by the BMD at the observation sites of raingauges. The most suitable MM5 option for the premonsoon period is then re-confirmed by observing the
structure of the systems with the available BMD radar
images. In order to do that, MM5 program is executed
taking the best cumulus option into consideration to get
the outputs at 10 minutes interval from 0000 UTC of 20
May to 0000 UTC of 21 May 2002. The model outputs are
finally used to analyze the organization mechanism of
mesoscale convective systems developed in and around
Bangladesh. Cloud cells, clusters and MCS development
are observed by GrADs display and their speed, direction,
length, area are calculated geometrically and presented
graphically.

3.

Results and discussion
3.1. Evaluation of MM5 outputs with TRMM
product

The structural comparison of average precipitation
field of 5 different MM5 generated pictures with the
TRMM 3B42RT products for D2 area during the time
period from 0000 UTC of 31 March to 1800 UTC of 05
April 2002 is shown in Fig. 2. If structures of five MM5
outputs are very minutely observed in contrast to TRMM

3B42RT product display, cumulus scheme options
Anthes-Kuo and Kain-Fritsch 2 of MM5 depict almost the
similar pattern in the distribution of precipitation. These
two options also show the better intensity distributions
over the northeast region as in the TRMM images. It is
mentionable that the northeast area is the heaviest rainfall
area of Bangladesh (Islam et al., 2005).
Numerical comparison between precipitations
simulated by MM5 over Bangladesh (BD) and TRMM
3B42RT data refines the finding of the study. Here, the
average precipitations (mm/day) obtained through MM5
for the domain resolution D2 over Bangladesh region are
shown graphically in respect with TRMM product in
Fig. 3. From the bar diagram it is evident that TRMM
3B42RT gives much higher intensity (12.12 mm/day) than
the largest value obtained from MM5 for the area BD.
Anthes-Kuo option gives significantly larger and nearer
value (9.12 mm/day) to TRMM amongst five cumulus
parameterizations of MM5. Root Mean Square Errors
(RMSE) of simulated results with respect to TRMM value
have also been calculated. MM5 options i.e., Anthes-Kuo,
Grell, Kain-Fritsch, Betts-Miller and Kain-Fritsch 2 depict
the RMSE values 0.823, 1.448, 1.522, 0.952 and 1.043
respectively. The minimum error is found in case of
Anthes-Kuo.
3.2. Evaluation of MM5 outputs with rain-gauge
data
The average rainfall per 3 hours measured by the
32 rain-gauges of BMD for the period of 31 March to 05
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Fig. 4. Comparison of rain gauge data with precipitation simulated by five cumulus MM5 options from 31 March to 05 April 2002

April 2002 is found 2.31 mm. The precipitations at the
sites of rain-gauges are extracted from MM5 simulation in
all 5 cumulus options for the same analysis duration, i.e.,
from 31 March to 05 April 2002 and the average values
obtained through MM5 options are 2.14, 1.72, 2.01, 1.85
and 1.50 mm respectively. Thus, the Anthes-Kuo indicates
the nearest result in comparison with the observed rainfall.
The observed rainfall collected by the BMD have
been compared with the above mentioned extracted values
of MM5 options in structural form as shown in Fig. 4.
The comparison of spatial distribution of precipitation
simulated by different parameterization schemes and raingauge rainfall distribution indicates reasonable results of
MM5. Amongst five options, the Anthes-Kuo represents
more similarity in pattern of precipitation to that of raingauge rainfall.

The relative status of the precipitations determined
by MM5 models and amount of rainfall at the rain-gauge
sites is shown in Fig. 5. Interestingly, model detects the
peaks very well for Khepupara station. Out of options it is
seen that the trends of estimating the rainfall amounts are
quite good in Anthes-Kuo and Kain-Fritsch options. The
correlation coefficient between rainfalls obtained by raingauge and model simulation for both Anthes-Kuo and
Kain-Fritsch options is 0.99. This value is mostly
influenced by Khepupara station. If this station is
excluded from both the options, the correlation
coefficients become 0.57 and 0.22 respectively, where
Anthes-Kuo option still bears significance. The trend of
rainfall for Anthes-Kuo option and its correlation with
observed rainfall are shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
Structural and numerical comparison results from
both TRMM and rain-gauge express that the common
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Fig. 5. Comparison of MM5 outputs with rain-gauge data at different locations throughout Bangladesh (inset shows the best trend of
Anthes-Kuo and its correlation with rain-gauge) from 31 March to 05 April 2002

suitable cumulus option of MM5 for Bangladesh region is
Anthes-Kuo for 31 March - 05 April 2002. The similar
finding has also been obtained for the period 20 - 25 May
2002 (Nasreen et al., 2007). So Anthes-Kuo option may
be selected as the best option for estimation of rainfall
during pre-monsoon period in and around Bangladesh.
3.3. MCS observation using Anthes-Kuo option of
MM5
The available PPI (Plan Position Indicator) scan of
S-band BMD radar and MM5 generated precipitation in
Anthes-Kuo option at 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2100
UTC during the pre-monsoon period of 20 May 2002 are
arranged to compare the precipitation structures (Fig. 6).
From these precipitation fields it is clear that Anthes-Kuo
option shows almost similar structure and location as of
radar images.
The available BMD radar data is of 2 hourly
intervals. As such, MCS status in between could not be

made available from BMD radar images. However, MCS
developed during pre-monsoon period of 20 May 2002 is
simulated successfully with MM5 model using AnthesKuo option having outputs at 10 minutes interval to
investigate the missing part or intermediate condition. In
this way the life cycle of MCS and the propagation
continuity is found to be progressive. Basically, MCS
encompasses a number of clouds in association of
convective cells with contiguous precipitation area and the
cloud system deals with individual cells, clusters (multicells), fraction parts (fragments) in case of any break up
and reunion. The sequential development of MCS
observed and the area occupied by them in every 10
minutes interval is shown in Fig. 7. For analyzing the
convective systems developed have been named
conveniently. For instance new cells, clusters and fraction
cells are named as a, b, c etc.; clus1, clus2 and frac1, frac2
etc. respectively. The solid bold line of the graph shows
the area of cloud system, i.e., the sum up of area of all
cells and clusters at a particular moment. The thin solid
line indicates the area of individual cell. The dotted line
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Fig. 6. Display of precipitation for Radar and Anthes-Kuo option at different time of 20 May 2002
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indicates the area of fragment with its breaking up time.
The MCS area while just formed from its members is the
maximum, which goes down for a considerable period and
then finally comes to its dissipating stage while its area
has again increased to some extent before being die down.
The disappearing stage is not shown here because it was
out of the analysis domain.
The convective system is developed at the location
92.95° E and 24.8° N at the instant of 0950 UTC as an

isolated convective cell. The initial area after just
formation is found 47.5 sq km. Thereafter, other cells are
formed at 1050 UTC and 1120 UTC and they joined
together to form a cloud cluster. The more cells and
clusters are formed and finally a MCS is developed at
1540 UTC. MCS has been found with the maximum
length of about 517 km and area of about 3355 sq km. It
commences dissipating at 1910 UTC and the area then
becomes about 1474 sq km. The life time of total system
from the formation process of MCS to dissipating stage is
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about 9 hours and 20 minutes. After that it may disappear
within short time.
The development of the MCS simulated by MM5 is
shown in Fig. 8 indicating their geographical location to
understand the proximity of strengthening or weakening at
every 20 minutes interval from 1000 UTC to 1910 UTC.
Here the plus mark in the figure indicates the location of
92.5° E and 25.5° N taken as relative reference point.
The maximum speed attained by cells, clusters and
MCS are found up to 28.42 m/s, 27.5 m/s and 23.8 m/s
respectively. Clusters are found with lesser average speed
than individual cells. MCS average speed is again less
than that of clusters (Fig. 9). Fig. 9 also shows that the
average directions of motion of cells, clusters and MCS
are almost lying in between 90° & 135°. Therefore, it can
be said that system moves in the east-southeast direction
and so. This phenomenon has the agreement with Islam
et al. (2005) where the direction of systems on average
was also found towards east-southeast analyzing BMD
radar images in the month of May 2000.
4.

Conclusions

The sensitivity of the cumulus parameterization
schemes of non-hydrostatic mesoscale model MM5 is
performed considering its necessity in estimation of
precipitation in Bangladesh. The experiment is exercised

with the horizontal grid resolutions of 45 km and 15 km.
Pre-monsoon case study for 138 hours duration from 31
March to 05 April 2002 has been carried out. Another case
study was also carried out for 24 hours on May 2002.
Through both the cases, MM5 has been found reasonable
in estimation of precipitation over Bangladesh. AnthesKuo and Kain-Fritsch2 options of MM5 for D2 area
(15 km resolution) give the better structural configuration
with TRMM images in both the case studies. On
numerical value, Anthes-Kuo option can calculate again
better average precipitation over Bangladesh area in
comparison with TRMM observed amount. Almost all
selected options of MM5 could simulate the heavier
rainfall at Khepupara station. Considering the factors like
intensity of precipitation or co-relation coefficient,
Anthes-Kuo option has been found superior over other
options at the locations of rain-gauges. Further,
authentication of data generated from the Anthes-Kuo
option with the available observed radar data has been
verified on the basis of maintenance of MCS over
Bangladesh. Thus, the Anthes-Kuo option may be
considered as comparatively suitable amongst 5 MM5
cumulus options for the estimation of rainfall over
Bangladesh. With the same cumulus scheme the
convective system is then analyzed for every 10 minutes
interval. The cell attains the maximum speed than cluster
or MCS. Most members of pre-monsoon convective
system are found moving towards the east-southeast or so.
The maximum length and area of MCS are found about
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517 km and about 3355 sq km respectively. The life time
of mesoscale convective system is counted about 9 hours
and 20 minutes. As a whole the MCS development
mechanism and its propagation in Bangladesh and
adjacent region during pre-monsoon period could be
observed reasonably well through Anthes-Kuo option of
MM5.
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